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Experteq’s solution utilises a single strategy to manage and monitor security patching and compliance for
all IT systems hosted anywhere.

One of the most tedious but
critical responsibilities of any
IT department is maintaining
security patching and
compliance across the entire
infrastructure.
This not only involves the
tasks of assessing, planning
and deploying updates,
critical security patches and
revised Operating System
components but also ensuring
these updates have deployed
successfully and that none
have been missed.

The key to simplifying this
function is to automate
as much of the process
as possible. However,
traditional offerings in
this space tend to be
inflexible with regards to
cross-platform coverage,
deployment scheduling and
reporting. This often results
in multiple products with
each requiring upskilling
and separate license costs,
making the whole exercise
very expensive to support.

Typical Problems:
Incomplete testing
No roll back
Inconvenient Outages
Human error
Poor visibility of errors
Business Risks & Challenges:
Security holes
Outages to business
Limited accountability
Stressed/overwork staff
Tedious tasks
Limited Compliance higher risk/cost

After commissioning our service, the
IT admin staff at a large University in
NSW reported:
“Patching used to take 3 of us,
2 days per month including very
long nights onsite. Now we sit at
home with an iPad just to keep an
eye on the automated process.”
The CIO of a charity in NSW
reported:
“I have the dashboard running
on a TV above my desk for
everyone to see. I no longer have
to stress about security patching
compliance and my team can
focus their time on supporting
our staff rather than dealing with
patching.”

Experteq’s Automated Patching and Compliance
service is your one stop solution to manage and monitor
security patching and compliance for all IT systems
hosted anywhere, including both Cloud and
On-Premises, with key features including:
Accessible from Anywhere, Anytime from any Device
Automated Security Vulnerability Assessment and
Scoring
Live Reporting Dashboards

READY TO
GET STARTED?
Contact us for a free consultation to
get your Patch Automation journey
started.

Advanced Runbook Automation and Scheduling
Automated App Validation after Updating (Synthetic
Monitoring)
Comprehensive Monitoring including Automated
Recovery of Processes and Services
Reduce Operating Overheads and Improve IT
Department Efficiency
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